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Abstract

We present the first UK single surgeon case series for the iDuo knee. This is a CT based custom fit monolithic bi-compartmental design that resurfaces both trochlea and condyle. Perceived benefits include maintenance of normal kinematics and preservation of bone stock on the unaffected side. The femoral component is tailored to the patient with no compromise of either the trochlea or femoral geometry.

Method: Patients were selected based on functional ability and physiological age who had an intact symptom free lateral compartment. Knee Society scoring (KSS) was performed pre-operatively and at regular intervals. Patients were asked whether they would undergo the same operation at the one-year mark.

Results: Seven patients have undergone this procedure from 2013 until present. Average age is 60 (Range 55- 82). Average pre-op KSS was 108. All patients consistently scored higher at each interval follow up with excellent results at one year (Av KSS 194). This benefit was seen past two years in all but one in those reaching this point.

Conclusion: Our early results suggest that the iDuo knee is a good option for those with isolated bi-compartmental disease and outcome scores are comparable with those reported for the BKA. This bi-compartmental design may bridge the gap between the uni-compartmental and total knee replacement. The choice between monolithic or modular designs remains in debate. We will continue to use this prosthesis for a carefully selected group of patients.
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Introduction

Even today, it is not uncommon for patients with isolated compartmental wear to be treated with total knee replacement. Whilst an acceptable result is obtained in many cases, it seems unnecessary to sacrifice healthy bone stock and the anterior cruciate ligament when all three compartments are not affected. There has been a resurgence in the use of uni-compartmental replacement granting a select...
group of patients a better chance of returning to normal functional activity and low impact sports [1, 2]. Unfortunately, medial compartmental structural cartilage damage will often progress to the patella-femoral joint [3] and given the strict criteria in most centers, UKA for these younger patients with some additional patella-femoral involvement may not be appropriate [4].

The use of bi-compartmental knee arthroplasty (BKA) to address this problem is in its infancy. Data for these is sparse and reports are mixed. Parratte et al [5] retrospectively analyzed a patient group who had undergone patella-femoral and unit-condylar arthroplasty in combination. Functional scores at a mean of 12 years were encouraging but implant survival was 54% at 17 years. Recent short term results using combinations of commonly used implants are promising [6, 7, 8] and yet studies exist to suggest no benefit of bi-compartmental arthroplasty over total knee replacement when considering functional outcome [9].

The Journey-Deuce bi-compartmental prosthesis (Smith & Nephew, Memphis, Tenn) was introduced in 2005. This employed a single femoral component (monolithic), which resurfaced the medial femoral condyle and trochlea groove. Unfortunately tibial plate loosening and inconsistent pain relief led to its withdrawal [10, 11].

More recently, ConforMIS (Bedford, MA) has developed the iDuo monolithic partial knee replacement for bi-compartmental disease affecting the medial or lateral tibio-femoral and patella-femoral joints. This system seen radiologically and graphically in Figure 1, employs single use jig instrumentation customized for each patient following pre-operative CT scanning. Again the femoral component resurfaces both the condyle and trochlea groove. The perceived benefits, as with the Journey-Deuce knee include maintenance of normal kinematics, preservation of bone stock on the unaffected side and preservation of both cruciates. Unlike the Deuce knee however, the femoral component is tailored to each patient with no compromise of either the trochlea or femoral geometry. In addition, operating room efficiency may be improved with pre-sterilized disposable instruments and a single reusable instrument tray.

This study is the first short term outcome study for the iDuo knee and aims to investigate whether we now have a viable monolithic option to bridge the gap between unicompartmental and total knee replacement (TKR).

Method

Patients were listed for this procedure provided that they had established medial and patella-femoral compartment osteoarthritis with an intact lateral compartment. Examination and plain films in tandem were employed to make this decision. Whilst age was not used as an absolute exclusion factor we felt it important that patients should lead an active lifestyle without significant co-morbidity. Patients then underwent mapping CT scanning within 3 months of the procedure. Patient specific jigs and prostheses were manufactured accordingly. A final decision to perform bi-compartmental resurfacing rather than total replacement was made at the time of surgery with full evaluation of all compartments via a midvastus approach. All patients that were scheduled for bi-compartmental surgery were implanted with the iDuo; there were no patients who were converted at time of surgery.

All patients underwent Knee Society Scoring (KSS) on the day of surgery and at 6 weeks, 3 months, 6 months, 1 year and annually from then on where possible. This system scores the knee itself and the overall function of the patient. A Knee or function score of 80-100 can be classified as excellent, 70-79 as good, 60-69 as fair and below 60 as poor. At one year, patients were asked whether they would be prepared to undergo the same procedure again.

Results

Seven patients underwent bi-compartmental knee replacement using the iDuo system between 2013 and present time. The senior author performed all procedures. Average patient age was 60 (range 49-82) three of whom were female and four male. All but one patient have passed the one year follow up period, four have passed the two year stage and one has thus far been seen as an out-patient for over three years. Only
one patient is retired. The remaining patients continue to work, three working in a clinical setting for the NHS. They all lead active lives, as reflected in part by body mass index (BMI) and American Society of Anesthesiologists scoring (ASA) shown in Table 1a & b.

Scoring was not completed in two patients at 6 weeks, two patients at 3 months and in one patient at 6 months. Other than these omissions, the data set is complete (Table 1a & b). The average pre-operative KSS was 108 (knee score 57/function score 51). These scores increased to reach excellent results above 80 in all cases (Table 1a/b & Figure 2). Where follow up was chronologically possible, we see that this outcome is maintained with the exception of one.

Patient 1 returned to theatre at 6 weeks for manipulation as her range of movement progression was deemed poor. She progressed well following this intervention and her scoring was excellent at 1 year. More recently she has developed increasing pain and stiffness as depicted in the Table 1 figures. Despite normal radiographs she is now under investigation for infection but as yet nothing abnormal has been found and she continues to work full time in the outpatients department.

These particular scores have lead to the 2 year dip in Figure 2. Patient 3 has noticed a decline in function during the last year but attributes this to an arthritic contralateral knee. Other than patient 1, all remaining patients would be willing to undergo the same operation again.

Interestingly, despite excellent outcomes even at 3 months, several patients subjectively felt that it took at least a year to start feeling satisfied with their recovery. Patient 4 previously underwent a unicondylar knee replacement in his contralateral knee. He feels that recovery with this particular knee was much quicker although long-term outcome has been subjectively similar to that of his iDuo knee. Morning stiffness/aching has been noted in most patients but only lasts a few steps. Knee scores have thus persistently failed to reach 100.

Discussion

Amongst those undergoing TKR, it has been shown that 28% have a preserved lateral tibio-femoral joint [12]. The idea to replace only two compartments is attractive but by no means new [13-5]. Despite this, progression seems slow

Table 1a: Interval knee scores (KS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pt.</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>BMI</th>
<th>ASA</th>
<th>Date of surgery</th>
<th>Pre-op KS</th>
<th>6 week KS</th>
<th>3 month KS</th>
<th>6 month KS</th>
<th>1 year KS</th>
<th>2 year KS</th>
<th>3 year KS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12/02/14</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19/11/14</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12/02/04</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>03/12/14</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30/07/14</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26/08/15</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>04/12/13</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1b: Interval function scores (FS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pt.</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>BMI</th>
<th>ASA</th>
<th>Date of surgery</th>
<th>Pre-op FS</th>
<th>6 week FS</th>
<th>3 month FS</th>
<th>6 month FS</th>
<th>1 year FS</th>
<th>2 year FS</th>
<th>3 year FS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12/02/14</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19/11/14</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12/02/04</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>03/12/14</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30/07/14</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26/08/15</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>04/12/13</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Average Knee & Function Scores
and evidence to support this concept is sparse. What is certain is that the arthroplasty cohort is becoming younger and has both higher functional demands and an increased chance of revision at a later date. Bone preservation and near normal joint kinematics should therefor be a priority.

The literature suggests relatively normal kinematics can be achieved by preserving both cruciates. PCL retention alone may lead to inconsistent femoral rollback [14] and paradoxical anterior translation in TKR during deep flexion [15]. In vivo bi-unicondylar knee studies have shown that their kinematics and stability are comparable with the native knee [16,17]. Wang et al [18] compared gait kinematics in BKA versus control limbs at 1 year. They showed little difference in walking performance, coronal plane mechanics and knee extensor moment. More recently this same group compared the iDuo knee with TKR patients and healthy controls. This study demonstrated that iDuo limbs possessed comparable strength, mechanisms and speed to healthy controls during daily activities and that TKR limbs showed significant deficit to both healthy control subjects and iDuo limbs [19].

The Journey Deuce knee has been the only other monolithic design marketed but has now been withdrawn. Palumbo et al. converted 14% to total knee replacements at an average of 19 months for persistent pain. They found tibial base plate loosening as the cause. This could have been related to excess micro motion at the bone-cement interface [11]. Only 48% were found to have an excellent to good post-operative functional KSS. Morrison et al. revised 3 of 21 Journey-Deuce knees for persistent post-operative pain at one year and found an overall complication rate of 28.6% with BKA compared to 6.1% in their TKR cohort [20]. Tria et al. reported anterior knee pain in 26% of 40 knees and 12% needing revision after a mean follow up of 2 years [21]. All three papers reported tibial tray fractures.

Conversely, early data for the iDuo knee is more favorable. Bryant et al. reported that 91% of 34 knees at a mean follow up of 30 months had good to excellent results. Additionally, if given the choice to undergo the same operation again, 97% replied yes. Our results seem to echo this sentiment but with the benefit of prospective knee outcome scoring. Thus far we have not recorded any of the complications associated with the Deuce knee and even if when including the data of patient 1, all patients at 2 years have scores above 80. The published results of modular BKA is a little more extensive. Both Paratte et al. [5] and Heyse et al. [13] have reported long-term results with an average follow up of approximately 12 years. These papers suggest good to excellent functional and knee scores. Comparison with the iDuo knee is difficult as our cohort is small and follow up is short. This, we believe, reflects the age of the design and specific patient selection. There are currently no papers comparing modular and monolithic designs.

The question therefore, is why should the iDuo knee be any different? There are several design features, which may be key to its early success. The tibial tray is 2mm thick and thus thicker than that of the Deuce knee leading to a lower risk of fracture. There is also an additional tibial component posterior keel for increased stability. The patient specific design may have several benefits when compared with “off the shelf” incremental size designs. Koeck et al. showed that tibial cortical fit/coverage is optimized and both component alignment and balance can be reliably achieved [22]. The Koeck paper was based on the Conform MIS iUni knee but the instrumentation, tibial tray features and design process for the implant is the same as that for the iDuo design. A patient specific femoral component not only preserves bone stock but also allows optimum geometry and alignment of both compartments. It is often difficult to gain this result with more standard designs, often achieving successful size and balance in one compartment but to the detriment of the other. Many times, we have to compromise in partial knee surgery, between fit of the implant and the alignment of the femoral and tibial interface. This can lead to edge loading on the tibial implant. The compromise is obviated with the iDuo system. By design, the fit will be specific for each patient’s tibial and femoral condylar geometry and the contact area between the two will be maximized. These design features may render the iDuo knee at lower risk for loosening and pain in the future.

We mentioned earlier in this paper that it is a great shame to sacrifice healthy bone stock and the ACL when using TKR for bi-compartmental disease. Even though old age is not strict exclusion criteria for the iDuo, our patients are generally high functioning and below the age of 60. It is therefore important to discuss outcomes in those who have undergone TKR at a younger age. After all, TKR would have been a perfectly acceptable option for our cohort.

Several recent papers cover TKR performed in younger patients. Meftah et al evaluated durability and functional outcome in patients who had undergone TKR and were 60 years and younger. At mean follow up of 12.3 years, overall survivorship was 98% and KSS was 80 and above in 95% of their fixed bearing knees [23]. Long et al have published results of 45 knees with an average of 25.1 years follow up and average age of 51. The average knee score was 87.4 and functional score. 62.1. In a similar but larger cohort (108 knees), survivorship without revision for any cause was 70.1% at 30 years [24]. Kim et al have showed that the KSS in TKR were excellent at 16.8 years in a co-
hort with an average age of 45 years. The Kaplan-Meier survivorship for revision was 95% [25]. These results would suggest that functional outcome and survivorship is good in younger patients who undergo TKR and functional results that of our cohort. Survivorship cannot be compared. However, one advantage of the iDuo system compared to standard TKR may be ease of revision or better function thereafter as bone stock preservation is a key feature of the iDuo knee.

There is no doubt that the limitation of this paper is that of patient number. However, the iDuo knee is relatively new to the market and may only be appropriate for a small population. Long-term data and comparison studies are required to further evaluate this knee prosthesis with particular attention to direct comparison with TKR.

**Conclusion**

Our early results suggest that the iDuo knee is a good option for those with isolated bi-compartmental disease and outcome scores are comparable with those reported for the BKA. This bicompartamental design may bridge the gap between the uni-compartmental and total knee replacement. The choice between monolithic or modular designs remains in debate. We will continue to use this prosthesis for a carefully selected group of patients.
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